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A RESULT ON INTERSECTING FAMILIES WITH MAXIMUM
TRANSVERSAL SIZE
AMIT TRIPATHI
Abstract. We construct an intersecting k-family of transversal size ⌈k+1
2
⌉ and length
k + 1 and study some of its properties. We then use this family to prove that q(4) = 9.
We also construct a k-family for k = 2m− 1 of length 2k+1 and transversal size at least
(2k + 1)/3.
Let k ∈ Z+. A k-set is a set with k elements. A k-family is a collection of k-sets. A
k-family F is intersecting if F ∩G 6= ∅ for all F,G ∈ F . A set C is called a covering set
of F if C ∩ F 6= ∅ for all F ∈ F . The transversal size τ of a k-family F is the smallest
possible integer t such that there exists a t-set covering F . A transversal is a covering set
of transversal size.
Erdo¨s and Lova´sz [1] defined q(k) to be the smallest integer such that there exists a
k-intersecting family of transversal size k and size q(k). They asked for an estimate on the
size of q(k) and in particular to ”prove or disprove if q(k) ∼ o(k)”. For a long time this
remained open and was one of the favorite problems of Erdo¨s, see [2]. It was settled in
affirmative by Jeff Kahn in [4]. Unfortunately, the proof didn’t give any estimate for the
proportionality constant or an estimate on k from where q(k) becomes a linear function.
It is easy to see that q(2) = 3. In [3], it was proved (among other things) that q(3) = 6.
In this note, we construct an intersecting k-family Mk for all k and study some of its
properties. We then use it to prove:
Theorem (See theorem 2.1 and the example given at the end). q(4) = 9
We further use Mk to construct a uniform intersecting k-family of transversal size at
least (2k + 1)/3 and length 2k + 1 when k = 2m − 1, ∀m ∈ N.
1. An intersecting family
The set ∪F∈FF is called the set of vertices of F . Degree of a vertex is the number of
k-sets of F containing that vertex. Length or size of a family F is the number of blocks
in it. Any k-set in the family is called a block of the family.
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Following lemma constructs the uniform intersecting family Mk for every k:
Lemma 1.1. For any k ∈ Z+, there exists an intersecting family Mk of transversal size
⌈k+1
2
⌉ and length k + 1. Furthermore, the number of vertices in this family is equal to
k(k + 1)/2.
Proof. Let the first k−set be F1 = {1, 2, . . . k}. Assume we have chosen Fm. To construct
Fm+1, we pick exactly one vertex from every Fi, i ≤ m which has appeared only once so
far in the family. This gives us m vertices for Fm+1. We complete this set by choosing
any k − m formal symbols which have not appeared so far in the vertices. It is easy to
see that this algorithm ends at k + 1’th step, which is the length of the family.
By construction this is an intersecting k-family. The claim on number of vertices follows
easily as in m’th step we are picking k −m new symbols.
Finally, all the vertices have degree 2. Suppose a t-set {x1, . . . xt} covers this family.
Then we must have 2t ≥ k+1. Since t must be an integer, we get the claim on transversal
size. 
We will need the following uniqueness result.
Corollary 1.2. If in the statement of lemma 1.1, in addition to the assumptions on length
and the transversal size, we further assume that the degree of all vertices is 2, then the
family constructed is unique upto bijection of vertex set.
Proof. It is easy to see that such a family is unique upto bijection of vertex set. 
Corollary 1.3. Given any intersecting k-family F with all vertices having degree 2 and
any two k-sets intersect in exactly one vertex, then F =Mk.
Proof. For any intersecting family, if any two k-sets intersect in exactly one vertex then
there is just one choice for a k-set at l’th stage (up to bijection of set of vertices). If we
further force the condition that all vertices have degree 2, then such a F must beMk. 
Lemma 1.4. Let k > 1. Suppose F be an intersecting k-family of transversal size k and
minimal length. Then either F has a vertex of degree 3 or F =M2.
Proof. Suppose there doesn’t exist any vertex of degree 3. Then all vertex must have
degree 2, for if there exists a vertex of degree 1, then the remaining k − 1 vertices of the
corresponding k-set cover F which contradicts the assumption on trasnversal size.
Now suppose there exists two k-sets which intersect in more than one vertex, then the
remaining k− 2 vertices along with one of these 2 vertex is covering the whole family. So
any two k-sets intersect in precisely one vertex. In particular, F =Mk. Transversal size
considerations gives that F =M2. 
32. Some applications
Theorem 2.1. q(4) = 9
Proof. Suppose q(4) ≤ 8. Consider any intersecting 4-family F of transversal size 4 and
minimal length. By the lemma 1.4 it has at least one vertex of degree ≥ 3. Suppose x
has degree > 3. Define
Fx := {B ∈ F| x /∈ B}
Then Fx has length ≤ 4 and transversal size = 3. This is not possible as it is easy to
verify that any intersecting 4-family of length ≤ 4 has transversal size atmost 2. Therefore
degree of x = 3 and Fx has length at least 5 and transversal size = 3.
Suppose the length of Fx is 5. We claim that then Fx = M4 (upto bijection). To see
this first note that if there exists any vertex of degree ≥ 3 in Fx, then its transversal size
will be ≤ 2. On the other hand, if any vertex appears only once in the family, then in the
corresponding k-set there must be a vertex with degree 3 or more. Thus every vertex of
Fx has degree 2. By corollary 1.2, Fx =M4 as claimed.
The above discussion implies that F is given by adjoining three sets (all containing the
common vertex x) to the family Fx. Since Fx = M4 contains exactly 10 vertices each
with degree 2, therefore total number of vertices in F is 11. A simple double counting
argument then gives that there are 10 vertices with degree 3 and only one with degree 2
(we use the fact that sum of degrees of all vertices is 8× 4 = 32 and there are no vertices
of degree 1 or ≥ 4).
We will now show that there exists a 3-set which covers F . Among these 11 vertices,
total pairs of vertices which is possible is
(
11
2
)
, out of which at most
(
4
2
)
· 8 pairs occur in
the family. So at least 7 pairs don’t occur in the family. The unique vertex with degree 2
can contribute only 10− (3+3) = 4 pairs to these 7 pairs. So there exists at least 3 pairs
of vertices, where both vertices have degree 3, which don’t occur together in the family.
Pick one of them (say) {a, b}. Then {a, b} cover a length 6 subfamily of F . Remaining 2
members of F must intersect in some vertex (say) c. Then {a, b, c} cover F .
This contradicts the assumption that Fx has length 5 and thus proves that q(4) > 8.
To complete the proof, we have presented a family of length 9 in the final section. 
As another application, we give a different proof of the following result from [3],
Corollary 2.2. q(3) = 6.
Proof. For if suppose there exists an intersecting 3-family F of transversal size 3 of length
5, then by the lemma 1.4 above it has at least one vertex x of degree 3. We pick any
vertex y common to the 2 members of the family Fx and then {x, y} cover the family
F . Since examples of intersecting 3-families with transversal size 3 are well known, this
finishes the proof. 
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We now prove a special property of the family Mk.
Lemma 2.3. If k is odd, then there exists k disjoint transversals of the family Mk.
Proof. We enumerate the blocks of Mk as B1, . . . Bk+1. Any transversal has length
(k + 1)/2 and since the degree of each vertex is 2, it corresponds to a partition of in-
tegers 1, . . . , k + 1 into (k + 1)/2 pairs. Two transversals are disjoint if and only if the
corresponding partitions do not have any common pair. So to prove the statement, we
need to find k partitions of the set {1, 2 . . . k+1} into pairs, with no two partition having
common pair.
Consider the set S of all possible
(
k+1
2
)
pairs. Let (1, 2), (3, 4) . . . (k, k + 1) be the first
partition. Remove these pairs from set S. Suppose we have picked l’th partition where
l < k (such that no 2 partitions intersect), we remove all the pairs selected so far from the
set S. Now pick the l + 1’th partition as follows: pick any pair containing 1 (there must
be some still in S as 1 can form k pairs and only l have been chosen so far). Iteratively
pick the next pair by picking a pair containing the smallest integer which has so far not
appeared in this partition.
Each step takes away k+1
2
pairs from S so the algorithm will terminate after k’th step
as we have exhausted all possible pairs. 
In particular the transversal size of the family of transversals of Mk is k.
Theorem 2.4. Let k = 2m − 1 for any integer m ≥ 2. Then there exists a uniform
intersecing regular k-family such that degree of each vertex in the family is 3. Furthermore,
the length of this family is 2k + 1. In particular the transversal size of the family is at
least (2k + 1)/3.
Proof. The proof is by induction on m. For m = 2, projective plane of order 2 satisfies all
the properties. Suppose the statement is true for m − 1. To construct such a family for
m, we consider Mk where k = 2
m − 1. By lemma 2.3 there exists k disjoint transversals
of Mk, which we call T1, T2 . . . Tk. By induction, we can pick a family satisfying the
statement of the theorem for k−1
2
= 2m−1 − 1 of length k such that the vetex set of this
family is different from that of Mk.
Enumerating the blocks of this family as B1, . . . Bk, we consider the family of k-sets
G = {Ti ⊔ Bi | i = 1, . . . k}. Consider now the family F = Mk ⊔ G. It is easy to verify
that F satisfies all the properties mentioned in the theorem. 
2.1. An Example. The following is an example of an intersecting 4-family with 9 blocks
and having transversal size 4,
(1, 2, 3, 4), (1, 5, 6, 7), (2, 5, 8, 9),
(3, 6, 8, 10), (4, 7, 9, 10), (1, 8, 9, 11),
(2, 6, 7, 11), (3, 4, 5, 11), (1, 2, 5, 10),
5Somewhat surprisingly, M4 is embedded in this family as first 5 blocks. This completes
the proof of the theorem 2.1.
We thank Kaushik Majumder for suggesting the problem and various inputs.
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